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Structural studies of the lamellar to bicontinuous 
gyroid cubic (QIIG) phase transitions under limited 
hydration conditions  
T-Y. Dora Tanga, Nicholas J. Brooksb, Oscar Cesb, John M. Seddonb, Richard H. 
Templerb 
Non-equilibrium pathways of lyotropic phase transitions such as the lamellar to inverse bicontinuous 
cubic phase transition are important dynamical processes resembling cellular fusion and fission 
processes which can be exploited in biotechnological processes such as drug delivery. However, 
utilising and optimising these structural transformations for applications requires a detailed 
understanding of the energetic pathways which drive the phase transition. We have used the high 
pressure X-ray diffraction technique to probe the lamellar to QIIG phase transition in limited hydration 
monolinolein on the millisecond time scale. Our results show that the phase transition goes via a 
structural intermediate and once the QIIG phase has initially formed the elastic energy in the bilayer 
drives this structure to its equilibrium lattice parameter.   
 
Introduction:(
Under certain conditions, mixtures of amphiphiles and water 
will form lyotropic liquid crystalline phases, with different 
degrees of hierarchical organisation. Examples of which 
include the lamellar phase (1-d), hexagonal phase (2-d) and the 
bicontinuous or micellar cubic phases (3-d).  The inverse 
bicontinuous cubic phases have attracted attention for 
applications in drug delivery 1-3, renewable energies 4-6 and 
protein crystallography 7-10 due to their large surface area to 
volume ratio, high water content and controllable and tuneable 
structural properties. Interestingly, it has been recognised, that 
these nanostructures resemble biological membrane 
architectures present in the cell membrane of eukaryotic cells, 
mitochondria, chloroplasts and the endoplasmic reticulum and 
that they are significant in dynamic biological processes such as 
membrane fusion and fission.  
The formation of these curved mesophases, from amphiphilic 
molecules such as surfactants, polymers and lipids is driven by 
the hydrophobic effect,11 head-group head-group interactions,  
curvature elastic stress and packing energy 12 and other small 
contributions such as electrostatic interactions. Within an 
amphiphilic bilayer there is an intrinsic desire for the 
monolayer leaflets to curve due to differences in the lateral 
pressure along the amphiphile length and this is known as the 
curvature elastic stress (CES). The CES within the bilayer can 
be relieved if the monolayer curves, however, this can result in 
a large energetic cost associated with the formation of 
hydrophobic voids within the bilayer. This energetic cost may 
be minimised by deforming the hydrocarbon chains, within the 
bilayer, from their preferred conformation to fill the 
hydrophobic voids (packing energy). The balance of curvature 
elastic stress and packing energy leads to an energy minimum 
which, under suitable circumstances favour the stable formation 
of the inverse bicontinuous phases. The resulting structure 
consists of a curved bilayer which subdivides three dimensional 
space into two non-penetrating but intertwined water channel 
networks, where the bilayer midplane lies upon a triply periodic 
minimal surface of zero mean curvature. The inverse 
bicontinuous cubic phases differ in the connectivity of the 
water channels, for example, in the QIIG phase the water 
channels are connected 3-fold at 120°, whilst the junctions in 
the QIID phase connect 4-fold at 109° and 6-fold at 90° in the 
QIIP phase.   
The energetics of the curved bilayers that make up the QII 
phases can be modelled from the pivotal surface; a surface 
through each monolayer where the area remains constant on 
isothermal bending. The pivotal surface can be described by 
either the parallel interface model (PIM)13 or the constant mean 
curvature model (CMCM).14, 15 In the PIM, the pivotal surface 
lies equidistant and normal from the bilayer midplane whereas 
in the CMCM, the interface adopts a constant mean curvature 
meaning that the distance between the bilayer midplane and the 
pivotal surface must vary. While the PIM and CMCM define 
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different geometries for the pivotal surface, recent studies have 
shown that there is no difference, within experimental error, 
between the pivotal surface parameters obtained from the PIM 
and CMCM. However, it is important to note that the difference 
between the models does become significant when modeling 
the curvature energy of the inverse bicontinuous phases.16 
Theoretical models for dynamic membrane fusion processes 
have shown that membrane bending elasticity is an important 
factor in fusion processes 17, 18 and it has been generally 
accepted that the stalk model is the most energetically viable 
route for lipid bilayers to fuse 19-23. During this process, 
transient contacts between lipid membranes are formed which 
widen and break to form interlamellar attachments (ILAs) or 
fusion pores. These structures are believed to be intermediaries 
in membrane fusion and the precursors to the formation of the 
tubular connections that are required for the formation of the 
inverse bicontinuous cubic phases from the lamellar phase. 
Experimental evidence for the stalk model is limited, but X-ray 
studies probing the lamellar to QIID phase transition in excess 
water monoolein have shown evidence for the presence of 
stalks during the phase transition.24 In addition, regularly 
arranged ILA pores have been imaged using CRYO-TEM 
(Transmission Electron Microscopy) during the lamellar to QIID 
phase transition of synthetic lipid systems stabilized with 
polymers.25 Taking together this previous experimental work 
and theoretical modelling the lamellar to inverse bicontinuous 
phase transition appears to be a suitable model for investigating 
membrane fusion processes which occur via the stalk model 
and where ILAs are structural intermediates of the phase 
transition. The stability of the inverse bicontinuous cubic 
phases is dependent on the pressure, temperature and pH,5, 26-30 
and so any of these variables can be used as a structural change 
trigger to study the kinetics of cubic phase transitions. Pressure 
changes have significant advantages over the other triggers as 
they can be applied extremely quickly (on the ms timescale), 
both up and down in pressure, and moderate pressure does not 
tend to cause changes in intra-molecular bonding.31 
To date there have been no investigations of lamellar to non-
lamellar phase transitions under limited hydration conditions 
due to experimental difficulties in reproducibility and sample 
preparation. However, studying lamellar to inverse 
bicontinuous cubic phase transitions under limited hydration 
conditions presents several advantages: it allows quantitative 
investigation of the movement of water during the phase 
transitions and changes in molecular shape parameters of the 
lipid such as <An>, and the lipid length can be followed during 
the phase transitions by applying suitable geometric models. 
Issues with sample preparation and reproducibility in limited 
hydration lipid samples have been overcome and we have used 
pressure- jump time-resolved small angle X-ray diffraction to 
study the dynamics of the lamellar to QIIG phase transition in 
limited hydration monolinolein. Pressure, was exploited as a 
structure change trigger in these experiments as its fast 
propagation allows decoupling of the trigger from structural 
changes within the lipid system, which take place on the 
millisecond time scale.  
Our results show consistent trends in the out-of-equilibrium 
phase behaviour, across 11 different pressure jumps of different 
amplitudes. The trends are also consistent with those observed 
in the lamellar to QIID phase transition of monoolein in excess 
water conditions24 indicating that the lamellar to QIIG  phase 
transition in limited hydration monolinolein goes via a 
structural intermediate (involving uncorrelated ILAs). Further 
analysis of our X-ray data give supporting evidence of a non-
diffracting intermediate structure in the lamellar to QIIG phase 
transition.  In addition, we have been able to obtain the water 
volume fraction, <An> and the length of the lipid within the 
QIIG phase as the structure grows over time. We show that the 
QIIG phase initially forms with a stretched bilayer and is highly 
swollen, and as the QIIG phase matures the stretched bilayer 
relaxes to relieve the elastic energy within the bilayer and 
drives the QIIG phase to its equilibrium lattice parameter.   
Materials(and(methods(
Sample preparation 
Known masses of lyophilized monolinolein (ML) (Larodan, 
Switzerland) and HPLC grade water (Sigma Aldrich, UK) were 
mixed to make samples with 22 wt % water. The mass of the 
lipid and water was measured to a precision of 0.001 mg giving 
an estimated error of ± 0.2 wt % error in the composition. The 
lipid-water samples were homogenized by subjecting them to at 
least 50 freeze-thaw cycles (-70 °C to 20 °C) and then stored at 
-20 °C until use. For the pressure-jump SAXS measurements, 
the lipid - water mixtures were transferred to Teflon sample 
holders shaped like an O-ring with mylar windows which 
contained and isolated the sample from the pressurizing 
medium. 
Pressure jump X-ray scattering 
Pressure-jump time-resolved SAXS experiments were 
performed at the high brilliance SAXS beamline ID02, 
European Synchroton Radiation Facility (ESRF), Grenoble, 
France using a custom built high pressure cell32 capable of 
withstanding hydrostatic pressures up to 4000 bar and applying 
pressure jumps anywhere in the range 1 to 3000 bar (300 MPa) 
in 5 ms. 
The temperature of the pressure cell was measured via a 
thermocouple embedded into the body of the cell and controlled 
via a circulating water bath to achieve a temperature stability of 
0.1 °C. The high pressure cell uses 1 mm thick type IIa 
diamond windows providing an X-ray transmission of 
approximately 65% at an X-ray of energy of 17 keV (λ = 
0.75Å). Samples were further homogenised after loading into 
the pressure cell by subjecting them to 10 pressure cycles from 
1 bar to 2000 bar. To allow for equilibration, samples were 
incubated for at least 30 minutes after each change in 
temperature. Pressure jumps were designed according to the 
pressure - temperature phase diagrams determined previously5 
and the pressure jump amplitude was defined as the pressure 
difference between the lamellar to lamellar / QIIG coexistence 
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phase boundary and the final pressure of the jump. After every 
pressure jump, the sample pressure was reduced to 1bar, left to 
equilibrate for 2 min and then returned to the starting pressure. 
The pressure jump was triggered by a TTL pulse to the pressure 
valves on the acquisition of the 3rd image at time = 0 sec. X-ray 
diffraction images were captured using a Frelon (Fast readout, 
low noise) Kodak CCD detector with a maximum frame rate of 
15 frames/sec and with a typical exposure time of 0.1 sec. The 
beamline software automatically corrects the data to absolute 
scattering intensities (number of scattered photos per sterad per 
incident photon). 
Data reduction 
Diffraction images were analysed offline using custom built 
software developed using National Instruments LabVIEW. The 
lattice parameter was calibrated using silver behenate (a = 
58.38 Å) giving a final estimated error in the determined lattice 
parameter of ±0.05 Å.  Accurate diffracted intensities were 
obtained by subtracting a suitable and consistent background, 
which is important for accurate and reliable absolute intensity 
analysis. The background was obtained by excluding the 
diffraction peaks from a radially averaged 1d plot of the 
diffraction pattern, which was then fitted to a 4th order 
polynomial. The background was then subtracted from the 
diffraction pattern (see electronic supplement for further 
information).  Instrumental data were applied transparently by 
the beam line software (Figure SI 1) and so the absolute 
intensity of each diffraction peak was obtained by integrating 
the total intensity under each peak, and then normalising to the 
sample thickness. The absolute intensity of the (100) peak for 
the lamellar phase and (211) peak for the QIIG phase were used 
to determine the volume fraction of each phase during the phase 
transitions.  
Obtaining initial rates from kinetic data  
The Avrami model33-35 (Equation 1) was used to fit the absolute 
intensity of the QIIG phase as a function of time to obtain the 
rate constant, k, for each of the 11 pressure jumps. 
 
% !" = $ !%&' $(1 − $+,(-")/)%% Equation%1%
It is the integrated absolute intensity at time, t of the 1st 
diffraction peak of the mesophase. Imax is the maximum 
absolute intensity and n is the dimensionality of domain growth 
(n was fit as a free fitting parameter).  
Determination of the volume fraction of the intermediate phase  
The intermediate phase during the lamellar to QIIG transition 
was obtained by analysis of the total intensity at a given time 
which is normalised to the starting intensity of the lamellar 
phase, 1, at t=0 secs, and to the end intensity of the lamellar 
phase, 0, at t=∞ assuming that the phase transition has gone to 
completion.  According to diffraction conditions and assuming 
that every part of the sample will diffract when it is either in the 
lamellar or QIIG phase, the total intensity at a given time will be 
equal to 1. If some part of the sample does not diffract then the 
total intensity is < 1, and the volume fraction of the non-
diffracting intermediate, can be calculated from the total 
intensity at time, t, using equation 2.  
 012"3453617"3 = 1 − 0"8"79 = 1 −$(0975$ + 0;<<=$) 
  Equation 2 
Where 0975$ = $ ( >?>?@A)975 and 0;<<= $ = $ ( >?>?@B);<<= $  for a lamellar 
to QIIG phase transition. 
Obtaining lipid length and <An>  
The parallel interface model for the QIIG phase is defined by 
equation 3 and relates the measured lattice parameter, a, to the 
water volume fraction,$0C. <v> is the molecular volume and is 
a measured parameter, D  is the dimensionless surface area 
(3.0915 for QIIG)36-39,  E$ is the Euler characteristic (-8 for QIIG). 
<An> is the area at the pivotal surface, <vn> is the volume 
between the bilayer midplane and the pivotal surface and are 
variables which can be determined by applying a non-linear fit 
using Mathematica (Wolfram, Hanborough, UK). 
 F = GHIGJ/I(K,LM) {$−2D +$ PQR$$STUSAR$VWXY$(K,$LM)T(Z[/\Z[\ )TV] K,LM Z[/\Z[\ XY(^SAR$VWXY$(K,$LM)T(Z[/\Z[\ )T)$R +
$ P_R$$USAR$VWXY$(K,$LM)T(Z[/\Z[\ )TV] K,LM Z[/\Z[\ XY(^SAR$VWXY$(K,$LM)T(Z[/\Z[\ )T)$R $}  
% % Equation%3%
During the pressure jump <vn >,  <An> and <v> are assumed to 
be constant and take their values from the pressure and 
temperature at the end of the jump, inputting these values and 
the experimental lattice parameter into equation 3 allows one to 
solve for 0C and determination of 09.  
The change in lipid length, l, and <An> during the phase 
transition can be calculated using Equation 4 and 5 
respectively. Equation 4 relates l to the lipid volume, 09, and  
Equation 5  relates <An> to the distance, ξ, from the bilayer 
midplane to the pivotal surface. ξ can be obtained from 
equation 7. <K> is the surface averaged Gaussian curvature at 
the bilayer interface.  
 
% 09 = 2$D$ 97 + $U] $a$E$ 97 ]% Equation%4%
% < c2 >= $Ge/If ( KVGgI$fTKV_RGgI$fT)% Equation%5%
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% < h >= PXYS7T %% Equation%6%($Gi/IGiI )$$×$09 = 2$D$ f7 + $U] $a$E$ f7 ]% Equation%7%
Results((
The pressure-jump time resolved X-ray diffraction technique 
was employed to investigate the mechanism of the lamellar to 
QIIG phase transition in limited hydration monolinolein (22 wt. 
%) (Figure 1). Analysis of 11 pressure jumps, from high 
pressure to low pressure, across a range of pressure jump 
amplitudes showed consistent trends in the lattice parameter 
evolution and absolute intensities for the lamellar and QIIG 
phase. In addition our results show evidence for a non-
diffracting intermediate (assumed to be ILAs) giving 
experimental support for the stalk mechanism in the lamellar to 
inverse QIIG phase transition.  
 
 
Figure% 1:% (a)% Stacked% diffraction% plot% showing% the% diffraction% pattern% during% a%
lamellar%to%QIIG% transition%triggered%by%a%pressure% jump%from%Pstart% =%1800%bar%to%
Pend% =% 440% bar% with% Pamp% =% =835% bar% (where% Pamp% is% defined% as% the% pressure%
difference%between%the%lamellar%=%lamellar%/%QIIG%phase%boundary%and%the%end%of%
the% pressure% jump% (Pend)).% Typical% 2d% diffraction% patterns% from% (b)% the% lamellar%
phase%before%the%start%of%the%jump,%(c)%lamellar%and%QIIG%phase%coexistence%during%
the%pressure%jump%(enlarged%for%clarity)%and%(d)%and%QIIG%phase%at%the%end%of%the%
pressure%jump.%
Immediately after the pressure jump (t=0 sec), there is an 
increase in the lamellar lattice parameter of approximately 0.2 
Å (Figure 2a). Equilibrium studies have shown that a decrease 
in hydrostatic pressure leads to a decrease in the lamellar lattice 
parameter,5 therefore the increase in layer spacing immediately 
after the pressure jump is not a direct effect of pressure on the 
lamellar phase. We attribute the 0.2 Å increase in lamellar 
lattice parameter and the accompanying decrease in the 
absolute intensity to the formation of non-diffracting structural 
intermediates which we assume to be ILAs (however it should 
be noted that the decrease in intensity could also arise from the 
formation of other non-diffraction intermediates). As a 
consequence of lipid rearrangement within the bilayer there is 
local displacement of water around the ILA ‘defects’ causing 
an increase in spacing between the bilayers. We believe that the 
subsequent decrease in the absolute intensity of the lamellar 
phase is due to an increase in the number of bilayer lipids 
which make up the non-correlated (and so non-diffracting) ILA 
structures which do not contribute to the diffracted intensity. 
 
Figure% 2:% Structural% changes% of% the% lamellar% and% QIIG% phase% during% a% pressure%
jump% (Pstart% =% 1800%bar,% Pend% =% 440%bar,% Pamp% =% =835%bar)% starting% in% the% lamellar%
phase,%time%=%0%denotes%time%of%pressure%jump.%(a)%Changes%in%lattice%parameter%
of%the%outgoing%lamellar%phase%(black%open%squares)%and%the%incoming%QIIG%phase%
(red%open%circles);%(b)%change%in%the%volume%fraction%of%the%lamellar%phase%(black%
closed% squares),% QIIG% phase% (red% closed% circles)% and% non=diffracting% structural%
intermediate%(green%line).%
Analysis of the diffraction intensity to obtain the volume 
fraction of the lamellar and QIIG phases (see Materials and 
Methods) allowed us to quantify the relative percentage of non-
diffracting intermediate during the time-course of the pressure 
jump. Our results show that immediately after the pressure 
jump (Figure 2b, t=0 and Figure S2) there is an increase in the 
volume fraction of the ILAs until a critical fraction of the 
sample is non-diffracting (typically between 5-35% of the total 
volume fraction). 
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The critical amount is dependent on the formation, diffusion 
and arrangement of the ILAs prior to the formation of the QIIG 
phase where the ILAs adopt a specific configuration, most 
likely based on an energy minimum prior to the formation of 
the QIIG phase. Once this has taken place the volume fraction of 
ILA decreases as they transform into the water channels of the 
QIIG phase.  The packing of ILAs prior to QIIG formation is still 
unclear but it is interesting to note that the QIIG phase begin to 
form when as little as 5% of the volume fraction of the lamellar 
phase forms non-diffracting intermediates suggesting that the 
formation of the QIIG phase is dependent on the local number 
and configuration of the ILAs. Our results also show that the 
initial formation and the rate of equilibration of the QIIG phase 
is dependent on the pressure jump amplitude, i.e. increasing the 
pressure jump amplitude leads to faster appearance and 
equilibration of the QIIG phase (as expected based on previous 
studies40). This suggests that the random formation and 
diffusion prior to QIIG phase formation could be dependent on 
the pressure jump amplitude (Figure 3, Figure S2).  In addition, 
we show a decrease in the dimensionality constant, n, as the 
pressure jump increases (Figure 3b) from 2.49 ± 0.04 (Pamp = -
965 bar)  to 2.81 ± 0.10 (Pamp = -685 bar). A non-integer value, 
for n between 2 and 3 indicates that nucleation sites are form at 
the beginning of the reaction and as the transition progresses.  
 
Figure% 3:% Effect% of% the% pressure% jump% amplitude% (a)% on% the% rate% of% QIIG% phase%
growth% and% (b)% on% n,% the% dimensionality% constant,% based% on% 11% pressure=jump%
measurements%carried%out%at%26°C%.%
Once the QIIG phase has formed, the volume fraction of the 
intermediate phase remains fairly constant suggesting the rate 
of ILA formation is equal to the rate of QIIG phase formation.  
Once the lamellar phase has decreased to approximately half its 
initial amount, the ILA concentration begins to decrease and 
approaches zero, whilst the rate of QIIG phase formation 
increases. Therefore, once the QIIG phase has formed, the rate of 
cubic phase formation is no longer dependent on the formation 
and diffusion of ILAs suggesting that the rate determining step 
for QIIG formation is the alignment of ILAs into the correct 
energy configuration prior to tubule formation. 
 
Figure%4:%Structural%changes%of%the%QIIG%phase%after%initial%formation%(note%that%t’%
is% the% time% after% initial% formation% of% the% QIIG% phase)% (a)% Changes% to% the% water%
volume%fraction%(black%closed%squares)%of%the%QIIG%phase%after%formation%and%the%
changes% in% the% absolute% intensity% (blue% closed% squares)% of% the% QIIG% diffraction%
pattern%vertical%dashed%lines%marked%(iv)%indicate%constant%water%content%of%the%
QIIG% phase.% Inset% shows% the% change% volume% fraction% of% the% non=diffracting%
structural%intermediate.%(b)%changes%to%the%lipid%length%(black%open%squares)%and%
An% (blue%closed% squares)%as% the%QIIG%matures%after% initial% formation% (designated%
t=0’).%%
To further investigate the driving force for QIIG maturation after 
initial QIIG formation, the water volume fraction of the QIIG 
phase and the absolute intensity of the (100) and (211) 
diffraction peaks of the lamellar and QIIG phase respectively 
were determined (Figure 4a) as a function of time, assuming 
that <v>, <vn> and <An> are constant throughout the maturation 
period. Our analysis shows that the QIIG phase is initially 
swollen, formed with a large water volume fraction, consistent 
with a stretched bilayer, low interfacial curvature and a large 
pore size.  
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Figure%5:%Summary%of%the%proposed%transition%from%a%flat% lamellar%structure%to%inverse%bicontinuous%cubic%gyroid%phase.%The%figures%shows%the%bilayer%mid=plane%in%%
(from%left%to%right):%flat%lamellar%phase,%uncorrelated%inter=lamellar%attachments%(ILAs),%swollen%gyroid%structure,%equilibrium%gyroid%phase.%%
After initial formation of the QIIG phase there is subsequent 
increase in the absolute intensity of the inverse bicontinuous 
cubic phase and a concomitant decrease in the water volume 
fraction. This indicates that the QIIG phase initially forms with a 
small number of unit cells with high water content and as the 
number of unit cells and water channels of the cubic phase 
increase i.e. as the QIIG phase matures the water content of the 
unit cell decreases.  A plateau in the water volume fraction in 
the QIIG phase is observed, less than a second after the first 
appearance of the QIIG phase (Figure 4.iv), which coincides 
with a decrease in volume fraction of the intermediate phase. 
This is observed consistently throughout the 11 pressure jumps 
(Figure S2). This suggests that the formation of a swollen cubic 
phase is promoted by an increased local water concentration 
made available by the formation of ILAs. These results are 
consistent with a period of maximum growth rate of the QIIG 
structure (indicated by the red line, Figure 4) where the desire 
to increase the number unit cells and water channels is driven 
by a desire to reduce the elastic energy of the bilayer which is 
initially stretched.   
Determination of the change in lipid length and the area per 
lipid at the pivotal surface once all the lamellar phase and 
intermediate has disappeared at iii (Figure 2b) (designated t’=0 
in Figure 4b for clarity) show that as the QIIG phase matures, the 
lipid length decreases and the area at the pivotal surface 
increases. This signifies a change in the lipid shape from 
cylindrical-like to cone-like. Structural changes within the lipid 
alleviates the energetic cost of a stretched bilayer by increasing 
the negative interfacial curvature and relaxation from a 
stretched bilayer can be achieved by the growth of more unit 
cells with smaller pore size.  
Conclusions(
The pressure jump time-resolved X-ray diffraction technique 
was used to probe the lamellar to QIIG phase transition in 
limited hydration monolinolein. Analysis of 11 pressure jumps 
showed consistent qualitative trends and evidence of a non-
diffracting intermediate which could be consistent with the 
ILAs described in the stalk model for lamellar to non-lamellar 
phase transitions. In addition, our results show that the initial 
QIIG phase is swollen with a stretched bilayer. The energetic 
drive to reduce the elastic energy in the stretched bilayer leads 
to the maturation of a QIIG phase towards thermodynamic 
equilibrium with increased number of unit cells and decreased 
water content. 
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